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Abstract
A model where chiral boson is coupled to a background dilatonic field
is considered to study the s-wave scattering of fermion by a back ground
dilatonic black hole. Unlike the conclusion drawn in [10] it is found that the
presence of chiral fermion does not violate unitarity and information remains
preserved. Regularization plays a crucial role on the information paradox.
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Few years ago Hawking raised a debatable issue that information does
seems to be lost and unitarity gets violated [1]. The issue though gradu-
ally scattered in favor of preservation of information it was not really settled
down. Recently, all most after one and four decade, Hawking came to a
conclusion that elementary quantum gravity interactions do not loose infor-
mation and quantum coherence is maintained [2]. Another proposal at that
time and in this context was that the information about any quantum state
of a system is carried by some Plank scale remnant [4, 5]. In spite of all these
it is fair to admit that Hawking radiation effect on fermion information loss
problem is not well understood [3]. This problem was studied with its full
complexity using s-matrix description of such events [4]. Though the prob-
lem is very difficult to analyze in general one may have comparatively less
complicated and solvable models suitable to study this paradox where only
the s-wave scattering of the fermion incident on extremal charged black hole
is considered. In this situation angular coordinate became irrelevant and a
two dimensional effective action results out [6]. Several authors attention was
engaged in this effective model to study this controversial issue [7, 8, 9, 10].
Of course these simplified models did not contain the details of the physics of
real black hole, however, it certainly contained the information loss paradox
[7, 9]. The authors though considered the chiral fermion in [7, 9], the quan-
tum mechanical description however was restricted on the Dirac fermion . In
spite of the presence of anomaly the scattering of chiral fermion certainly can
be studied without any difficulty if one consider the bosonization technique.
The authors studied the scattering of chiral fermion in [10] and concluded
that information loss stood as a genuine problem when standard regulariza-
tion procedure [11, 12] is followed and consequently unitarity gets violated.
It was of course consistent with Hawking’s previous belief. Dirac fermion on
the contrary creates no problem in this regard and unitarity is found to be
respected [7, 9].
The main issue of this paper is to show that the chiral fermion does
not always create information loss problem. Information preserving result
may also be followed from the chiral fermion and unitarity is respected. We
also notice that regularization plays a crucial role to dictate whether the
scattering problem where chiral fermion is involved would be information
preserving or not. To demonstrate that we consider a model where chiral
fermion gets coupled to a background dilatonic field Φ. For sufficiently low
energy incoming fermion the scattering of s-wave fermion incident on a charge
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dilatonic black hole can be described by the action
Sf =
∫




The dilatonic field Φ stands as a non dynamical back ground and its only
role in this model is to make the coupling constant a position dependent one.
Let us now define g2(x) = e2Φ(x). Here as usual we will choose a particular
dilatonic background motivated by the linear dilatonic vacuum of (1 + 1)
dimensional gravity. If we replace the Dirac fermion by the left handed










Here e is replaced by 2e
√
π for later convenience. It is nothing but the
quantum chiral electrodynamics in place of quantum electrodynamics with a
dilatonic back ground. The action in this situation however is not identical
as it is given in (2), but it would be the action as it is given below
Sf =
∫

















ψR represents the right handed fermion. This right handed fermions remain
uncoupled in this type of chiral interaction. Integration over the right handed
part gives a field independent counter part which can be absorbed within
the normalization and the action for the model reduces to (2). To take
the anomaly into account we need to bosonize the theory. This bosoniza-
tion process involves regularization when we want to integrate out the left
handed fermion. With the generalized Faddeevian regularization [13, 14] the
bosonized action reads









Here φ represents a scalar field. The advantage of using the bosonized version
is that the anomaly automatically gets incorporated within it. So the tree
level bosonized theory contains the effect of anomaly too. It is now necessary
to carry out the Hamiltonian analysis of the theory to observe the role of
dilatonic field on the theoretical spectrum. From the standard definition of
momenta the canonical momenta corresponding to the chiral boson field φ,
the gauge field A0 and A1 are obtained.
πφ = φ
′, (6)





(A˙1 − A0). (8)
Here πφ, π0 and π1 are the momentum corresponding to the field φ, A0 and
A1. Using the above equations it is straightforward to obtain the canonical
Hamiltonian through a Legendre transformation. The canonical Hamiltonian









′2 − 2e(A0 − A1)φ′
− 1
2
e2[2(α− 1)A21 + 2(1 + α)A0A1)]]. (9)
The Hamiltonian though acquires an explicit space dependence through Φ(x)
it has no time dependence so it is preserved in time. Equation (6) and (7)
are the primary constraints of the theory. Therefore, it is necessary to write
down an effective Hamiltonian:
HEFF = HC + uπ0 + v(πφ − φ′), (10)
where u and v are two arbitrary Lagrange multiplier. The constraints ob-
tained in (6) and (7) have to be preserve in order to have a consistent theory.
The preservation of the constraint (7), leads to a new constraint which is the
Gauss law of the theory:
G = π′1 + 2eφ
′ + e2(1 + α)A1 = 0. (11)
The preservation of the constraint (6) though does not give rise to any new
constraint it fixes the velocity v which comes out to be
v = φ′ − e(A0 −A1). (12)
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The constraint (11) also has to be conserved and the conservation of it re-
quires
G˙ = 0 (13)
A new constraint




1) = 0, (14)
appears from the preservation condition (13). No new constraints comes
out from the preservation of (14). The four constraints (6), (7), (11) and
(14) are all weak condition up to this stage. If we impose these constraints
strongly into the canonical Hamiltonian (9), the canonical Hamiltonian will
















HR given in equation (15)is generally known as reduced Hamiltonian. Ac-
cording to Dirac, Poisson bracket gets invalidate for this reduced Hamiltonian
[15]. This reduced Hamiltonian however remains consistent with the Dirac
brackets which is defined by




ij (η, z)[ωj(z), B(y)]dηdz,
(16)
where C−1ij (x, y) is defined by
∫
C−1ij (x, z)[ωj(z), ωk(y)]dz = δ(x− y)δik. (17)
Here ω’s represents the constraints of the theory. With the definition (16),
and using equations (17), we can compute the Dirac brackets between the
fields describing the reduced Hamiltonian HR. The Dirac brackets between






















e2Φ(x)π1 − A′1, (21)
π˙1 = π
′
1 + 2(α− 1)e2A1. (22)
After a little algebra we find that the field π1 satisfy a Klein Gordon equation
(2− e2Φe2 (α− 1)
2
α
)π1 = 0, (23)




e2. Here α must be negative in order to have the mass of
the boson a physical one. Mass of this boson however in this particular
situation is not constant. It contains a position dependent factor g2 which
vanishes at the mouth of the black hole but increases indefinitely as one pro-
ceeds into the interior. To be more specific mass vanishes near the mouth
but increases indefinitely as one goes into the throat because of the varia-
tion of the space dependent factor g. Since massless scalar is equivalent to
massless fermion in (1 + 1) dimension, this can be thought of as a massless
fermion proceeding into the black hole will not be able to travel an arbitrary
long distance and will be reflected back with a unit probability. Thus there
will be no information loss and a unitary s-matrix can be constructed for this
particular scattering problem. This results reminds us the scattering of Dirac
fermion too as presented in [7, 9]. Thus in the description of chiral fermion
where anomaly has been taken into account with the introduction of Faddee-
vian regularization is found to be free from the dangerous information loss
problem. The result was completely the reverse in the description available
in [10] where the authors considered the same problem with different (usual)
regularization. The analyses available in [10] and the present analyses differs
only in the choice of regularization but a crucial difference in scattering result
is noticed. In earlier time different authors also have exploited the ambigu-
ity in the regularization to save the the theories from different unphysical
situation. We there fore can say that regularization is playing a crucial role
in dictating whether the scattering of fermion off magnetically charged black
hole will face the information loss problem or it will be get averted from that
danger. In another language we can say that Faddeevian regularization has
saved this model from dangerous information loss problem. Regularization
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not only plays its role on this information loss problem but also we noticed
its crucial role in the confinement scenario of fermion too in (1 + 1) dimen-
sion [16, 13, 14]. With the usual regularization the fermion are found to be
unconfined where as with the Faddeevian regularization it remains confined.
No direct relation between confinement and regularization however is not yet
known. The information loss problem as studied by Mitra and Ghosh in [10]
and by us in this letter though shows a crucial dependence of this information
loss problem with the regularization, it is fair to say that we are not yet able
to give any direct relation between these two.
This is not an special feature of chiral fermion only. One can find the
variation of information loss problem in the Dirac fermion too if we use
some unconventional regularization [13]. Schwinger model, i.e., the (1 +
1) electrodynamics [17] with this unconventional regularization [16] results
a massive photon and a massless fermion. The theoretical spectra of the
bosonized version of this model as given in [16] was
(2 +m2)A1 = 0, (24)
2φ = 0. (25)




. If we use this regularization and restudy the scattering of fermion off
charged black hole, i.e., if we analyze a model where fermion gets coupled to
a back ground dilatonic field Φ we will land into the following result.
(2 + e2Φ(x)m2)A1 = 0, (26)
2φ = 0. (27)
Detail calculation is not given here. 2φ = 0, represents a massless boson
which is equivalent to a massless fermion. This fermion will travel within
the black hole without any hindrance and information loss scenario will be
found to appear in this situation.
Variation of information loss problem though looks strange nevertheless
it is there within the fermion scattering problem because of the ambiguity in
the regularization. However one may raise the question which regularization
is consistent in connection with information loss issue. Obviously there is no
specific answer. What actually happened in the plank scale physics is not
yet clearly known. It still remains as a puzzle whether information loss or
7
information preserving result is acceptable for fermion. If information pre-
serving result is considered to be the accepted then in that case Faddeevian
regularization will score over the usual regularization and our analyses score
over the other. On the other hand if information loss result is considered to
be acceptable then the regularization from which the information loss result
is followed would be acceptable.
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